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CHALLENGES OF THE NEW TIMES
New generation, new language, virtual communication, agility of processes. How
to make scientific activities attractive? How to get away from sameness and the
conventional pattern of events? Present-day challenges. Renewal is necessary.
The bringing about of the transition from the standard person-to-person
communication and interpersonal interaction to a standard of virtual
communication is the great challenge. Times to come. Era of transformation. A
mutant generation. The SRPE, through its Board of Directors headed by its
President, Dr. Maria de Fatima Vasco Aragao, has invested in a resolute manner in
new models, renovating personal and virtual interactivity through its website,
online journal in Portuguese and English and new models of scientific activities. All
without compromising the quality, but prioritizing the content in updated modules
during its events and courses. In this way SRPE is striving to make the production,
acquisition and transmission of knowledge more pleasant and enjoyable.
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1st DIGITAL EDITION: PERNAMBUCO JOURNAL OF RADIOLOGY
The first Digital Edition (19th Edition) of the Pernambuco Journal of Radiology was
launched in February 2015. It aims at informing the members, resident radiologists
and those on refresher courses, as well as companies that work in the Diagnosis via
Imaging sector about news related to the work developed by SRPE.

The Board of SRPE a tone of its ordinary
meetings. From left to right: Drs. Sávio Cardoso,
Paulo Andrade, Adonis Manzella, Maria de
Fátima Aragão (President of SRPE), Pedro
Pires, Fernando Gurgel, Gustavo Andrade and
Ronaldo Lessa.
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MEDICAL FEES COMMISSION
In October 2012, SRPE joined the movement
together with the “Pernambuco State Medical
Fees Commission” and the “Medical Doctors
Union”. We thus succeeded in readjusting our
medical fees by 30%. This was only made
possible on account of the unity in and
commitment to the struggle for a more
dignified remuneration. The index used by the
health insurance plans, until a short time ago,
were from the years 1990 and 1992. Over the
last two years because of our unity we have
gained more dignified remunerations, using as
a parameter the Hierarchical Brazilian
Classification of Medical Procedures. The
SRPE Fees Commission currently has Dr. Álvaro
Campos in its administration, as the
Professional Advocacy Director.

O Dr. Álvaro Campos é o atual
Diretor de Defesa Profissional da
SRPE.
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RADIOPIZZA
The recently developed Radiopizza
was a change of format in the R2/A2
On-going Education Course. Its first
edition, held at 7pm on 11th March
2015, in the Skillus Classic Restaurant,
was a blockbuster. Present were
residents and those on refresher
courses from every year and complaint
association members. The theme of
the first module was “Imaging
Diagnosis of Emergency Cases”. It was
conducted by Dr. Ronaldo Lessa, and
had as speakers Dr. Alexandre da Fonte,
Dr. Natacha Calheiros and Dr. Keiller
Heluey.
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RADIOPIZZA

The opening ceremony was performed by
the SRPE President, Dr. Maria de Fátima
Aragão, during which she announced that
the best resident or refresher courser in the
first and second years would receive awards
in 2015.
The criteria adopted for the receiving of an
award will be: attendance, punctuality, the
number of scientific works presented, sent
for publication and published; participation
in congresses, conventions and courses;
and a selection type test at the end. In its
first year Radiopizza will be held in the
evening, once a month, with four twentyminute classes in its schedule (cf. the
schedule on the website www.srpe.org.br).
Each month there will be a module on
various systems and one on Scientific
Methodology.

Dr. Fatima Aragão openned the event.

Front row, from right to left: the lecturers: Dr. Keiller
Heluey, Dr. Alexandre da Fonte, Co-ordinator: Dr. Ronaldo
Lessa , Lecturer: Dr. Natacha Callheiros, President of SRPE: Dr.
Maria de Fátima Aragão and the SRPE Fees Commission
Director: Dr. Álvaro Campos.
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The first Radiopizza
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A

RADIOPIZZ

The Radiopizza was well accepted by the residents, as the following two statements will testify.
According to the R3 from IMIP, Victor Rocha Martins, “The expectations with regard to the new
SRPE management are of the highest, especially after having attended classes conducted by
excellent professors during which a round of pizza was served, in a very relaxed atmosphere. The
first Radiopizza of the year was a complete success, conducted in a completely filled auditorium.
This is one of the initiatives created with a view not only to provide scientific knowledge (with
discussions on practical cases, debates on current themes and classes), but also to strengthen ever
more the personal and professional relationships between the radiologists who are being formed in
Pernambuco, indeed something that has been lacking in the State. Awards on account of
meritocracy and scientific production is something that was cited by the Board, and I think very
valid and important for us, since it stimulates learning and that is of fundamental importance in
making radiology grow more and more in the State. The Imaging Club is another promising project,
which is creating great expectations in all of us residents. Finally I would like to thank and
congratulate the Pernambuco Radiology Society for giving us this opportunity for growing together,
with our desire that such projects be executed successfully”.

The radiologist from 3rd year in
IMIP – Victor Rocha..
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A

RADIOPIZZ

The radiologist from R2 in IMIP, Breno Jorghe Asano says, “It was really
gratifying to see the dedication and effort being applied by the new management
of the SRPE in improving this year’s On-going Education Course. Beginning with
the impeccable organising of the first meeting of the Radiopizza. Brilliant initiative.
It was excellent!! From the choice of speakers to the punctuality of the event, the
themes, and of course, the fact of, at the same time, being served a first-class
dinner. Being able to be present together with such experienced professionals
who strove to give their best to teach us, was, truly, an inspiring and stimulating
event. The feeling shared by the residents was, undoubtedly, one of pure
enthusiasm for this new phase. We are certain of the concern of the SRPE with
regard to our training as residents. We look forward keenly to the coming classes
of the Radiopizza, as well as the Imaging Club and the Pernambuco Radiology
Convention of this year, 2015”

The radiologist from 2nd year
in IMIP – Breno Asano.

Comming
soon…

Join Us!
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XXV MAMMARY IMAGING DIAGNOSIS COURSE and XVIII PERNAMBUCO RADIOLOGY
CONVENTION
SRPE, with great joy and pride, will hold these two events on 12th
and 13th June, in the Mar Hotel Convention in Recife. We look
forward to the presence of all, since the year 2015 is a motive for
great celebrations. A consummate scientific and social
programme is being prepared. There will be magisterial lectures
associated with presentations in innovative and updated
modules. This year we seek to encourage in Pernambuco, even
more, research and there will be opportunities for oral
presentations of scientific works during the Convention, with the
best work receiving an award. The scientific programme will be
geared principally to classes in revision and updating in all
systems and methods of imaging. It will be a good opportunity for
revision on the part of those who will be sitting the CRB Specialist
Examination which takes place on Sunday 11th June 2015 (On the
following day and at the same locality the Pernambuco
Convention in Recife will take place). Also on the same day there
will be the AVR Pre-Congress Course. At the opening ceremony,
on Friday 12th June, cocktails will be served and to commemorate
the June festivals a band will play regional song and dance music
from 6:15pm to 7:30pm. On Sunday 14th June from 7:30am to
8:30am, weather permitting, all are invited for a walk or a jog
along the Boa Viagem beach.
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PARTICIPATION IN THE “EUROPEAN SOCIETY OF NEURORADIOLOGY EVENING”- VIENNA
SRPE in the person of its president, Dr. Maria de
Fátima Vasco Aragão, was invited to participation in
the “ESNR Evening”, in Vienna, on 7th March 2015 by
the current ESNR President, Dr. Majda Thurnher, on
the occasion of the X ECR-2015.
It was an
unforgettable evening of socializing, during which Dr.
Thurnher delivered a thought provoking speech,
which was followed by a dinner with live music
accompaniment. Present as an honorary guest was
Dr. Anne Osborne (USA), who had just received the
title of Honorary Member of ECR on 4th March past at
a moving ceremony. Also present were renowned
neuroradiologists from the European Neuroradiology
Society; among whom were Dr. Tugut Tali (Presidentelect of the World Federation of Neuroradiological
Societies; President of the Turca Society of
Neuroradiology and former President of ESNR); Dr.
Paul Parizel (Vice-President of ECR and former
President of ESNR), and other renowned European
neuroradiologists

The European Society of Neuroradiology
Evening, in Vienna – From left to right: Dr.
Anne Osborne, Dr. Majda Thurnher (President
of ESNR) and Dr. Maria de Fátima Aragão
(President of SRPE), on the occasion of the X
ECR-2015.
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CAMPAIGN FOR NEW MEMBERS
2015 is the year when SRPE will make special efforts to unite and
consolidate radiologists. It has been trying to divulge and stimulate
association and timely payment of fees through the modernisation of
communications, the setting up of more advantages, benefits and courses
for all its members, residents and those on refresher courses. Free
courses are being planned for fee complaint members (Radiopizza and
Imaging Club) and 50% discounts on all courses and conventions
promoted by SRPE. The aim of all this is to motivate the desire to learn
more and update oneself and to make learning more agreeable; as well as
also helping to defend our professional class. SRPE is committing itself
more and more to strengthen radiology in Pernambuco.
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JOIN US AND MAINTAIN YOUR ANNUITY UP TO DATE

The advantages in being an associate of SRPE and up to date with the annuity are
many and also you will be contributing to a greater unity within our
professional
class.
Below are some of the advantages in being an associate and events planned for
2015:
• A 50% discount for the “Pernambuco Radiology Convention” and for the
“Mammary Imaging Diagnosis Course”;
• Free participation in the Imaging Club;
• Free participation in the RADIOPIZZA (A new Project for 2015 with limited places
available);
• Monthly Ongoing Education Course;
• Joint contribution in the defence of radiology as a whole;
• Other scientific events being planned.
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